NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

UNCONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Mary Ehlers*

ALEXANDRIA-GYUMRI SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Sueko Kumagai
(Residency Waiver Required)

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Has Expertise In The Arts, Either As A
Practitioner Of Various Art Disciplines Or As A
Professional Administrator Working In The Field

_____ Lynn O'Connell
(Residency Waiver Required)

Diane Charles
Kimberly Mullins
Beth Lovain
Marga Fripp
Russell Wyland

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON AGING
(3-Year Term)
1 Representative Of A Supportive Service Provider

_____ Jane King

* Incumbent